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ABSTRACT 

The reliability cost associated with the ageing effect due to Negative Bias Instability (NBTI ) is an important concern in 

the present multi processor systems. When the mulicore processors are put into continous operation, the delay degradation 

caused by the shift in the threshold voltage will introduce timing violations in the operation. In such a situation, the system 

may fail to meet the dead line, and is critical in systems which are having deadlines for the completion of tasks. Embedded 

systems are more prone to such effects, as most of them may be put into continous operation and may be having deadlines 

for completing the tasks. This work proposes an NBTI aware scheduler, which control the scheduling of tasks, by 

considering the delay degradation. Thus the reliability of such systems are improved by increasing the life time of operation. 

KEYWORDS : NBTI, Ageing effect, Intrinsic effect, Multicore Processors, Delay degradation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advancements in the VLSI technology, multi core processors have become a reality. Multi processor 

chips provide an opportunity to revolutionalize the design of embedded systems. Reliability issue of these multi 

processor cores is an important consideration in embedded system  design. Though accurate models available 

at the device level and circuit level resulted in the reliability improvement of semiconductor devices, the 

reliability issues due to ageing effects is still a major concern.  It is necessary to consider reliability as an 

important design constraint, beside the traditional parameters performance, power and cost. 

Negative Bias Temperature Instability ( NBTI ) is  a reliability effect in the present technology nodes and is 

considered as one of the dominant intrinsic effect that degrades the performance of integrated circuits. There is 

a need to monitor the ageing effect caused by NBTI and control the operation, to improve the life time of the 

multi processor systems. 

The contribution of this work is to reduce the reliability coasts and increase the life time of operation of multi 

core processors with the use of a real time scheduler, which schedules the tasks by minitoring the timing 

degradation caused by NBTI. This will result in the improvement of life time of multi processor systems. 

This paper is organised as follows. First the reliability issue of multi core processors is presented. In Section2, 

a short introduction to reliability issues is done and the ageing effect due to NBTI is introduced. Section3 

explains the ageing models used in the estimation of delay degradation. Section4 explains the health index 

computation and the scheduling algorithm based on it.  Section5 gives information on the tools and benchmarks 

used for the performance analysis of the proposed scheduler. In section6 the experimental analysis is done. 

Section7 presents the results of the work and section8 gives our conclusion. 

 

2. RELIABILITY ISSUES 

The sources of unreliability in the current technology nodes can be be grouped into three different categories:   

i) variability issues   ii) transient faults and soft errors  iii) permanent faults [1 -4]. Because of the variability, 

the circuit characteristics are different from the intended designed ones. The variability could be due to the 
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process variation or run time variation. 

Because of the variation of the process parameters in the manufacturing process, the similarily designed devices 

perform or operate differently after fabrication. Runtime variation is the change or degradation of the properties 

of a circuit or device during the chip operational lifetime. Negative Bias Instability( NBTI)  is one of the major 

wear out effect due to ageing of the circuit elements and cause run time variations in the circuit behaviour. 

Transient soft errors are caused by alpha particles from the packaging materials and neutrons in cosmic particles. 

Transient soft errors cause transient computational error, and its detection and correction is very challenging 

because of its random nature[1]. Permanent faults are a concern since the early days of electronic industry. 

Electron Migration (EM) is one of the most important type of permanent fault and cause interconnect 

disconnection due to the transport of the material[1]. 

Guard banding is a common approach to deal with the errors due to variability issues. In this approach, a timing 

margin is addded to the designed clock cycle to guarentee the reliable operation of the circuit in the designed 

life time of the integrated circuit. The timing margin need to be predicted accurately, as a pessimistic guard-

banding leads to performance loss and an optimistic guard-banding results in low reliability of the chip. 

Figure 1 shows the components of the required timing margin for IBM Power7+ processor [5]. As shown in 

this figure, the main components of the timing margin are uncertainty (e.g. process variation), weraout 

(transistor aging) and voltage and thermal variations. 

 
 

Figure 1       Components of chip guard-band for the IBM Power7+ [5] 

 

NBTI is regarded as one of the  most severe aging effect in the present technology nodes. It is a research topic 

for the last 40 years [6] and gains increased interest in the last decade due to the problems it causes in modern 

semiconductor technologies[7]. NBTI is the degradation phenomenon affecting p-channel MOSFETs which are 

stressed with negative gate voltages at elevated temperatures. Because of the degradation of the various 

transistor parameters such as decreasing transconductance, decreasing linear drain current, decreasing channel 

mobility, increase in the absolute value of the threshold voltage, the circuit switching speed is reduced, which 

will cause timing violations and the failure of  the system. The period of normal execution ( ie. the life time ) of 

the circuit  shrinks due to this accelerated transistor ageing. 

 

3. AGEING MODELS 

In general, there are two main models describing the wearout  phenomenon which gradually degrades the switch 

speed : i) Reaction-Diffusion (RD) model [11–13] and ii) Trapping-Detrapping (TD) model [14, 15]. The 

accuracy of these models are  still debated.  The RD model accurately predict the stress phase, but it fails to 

cover the recovery phase as per the literature[16].  It is observed that even for long stress times (1000sec), a 

very fast recovery is present (1 sec) and it cannot be well defined by the RD model [17]. The recovery is well 

explained by the TD model [18], however for predicting the long term effect of NBTI, RD model is reported to 

be more suitable [16]. 
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In the Reaction–Diffusion(R–D) model  the interface traps are generated at the SiO2/Si interface (reaction) with 

a linear dependence on stress time [8–10]. Hydrogen is released during this reaction phase. In the subsequent 

diffusion phase, the hydrogen diffuses from the interface into the oxide (diffusion) with the time dependence tn, 

where n for neutral hydrogen species is frequently given as 0.25. 

The RD model used for estimating the ageing induced delay degradation in this work is based on the one 

proposed in [11,12] because the focus is on long-term delay degradation of the transistors.  NBTI can be modeled 

for two different cases: i) Static NBTI: in which the transistor is under constant stress, and, ii) Dynamic NBTI: 

in which the transistor alternatively goes to stress (ON) and recovery (OFF) phases. In the stress phase the 

transistor is under NBTI (PBTI) stress if the gate-source of the PMOS (NMOS) transistor is negatively 

(positively) biased. In other words, the transistor is under stress if it is ON. When the gate-source bias is 

removed, the transistor is OFF and is in the recovery phase. Based on the models for the stess and recovery 

phases, the long term dynamic effect of NBTI on threshold voltage can be estimated. It is impossible to use the 

independent stress and recovery models for high performance processors, as the transistors will undergo several 

billion stress and recovery periods with in less than an hour. So a long term behaviour estimation based on [19] 

is used.  For this estimation it is assumed that the total time t can be divided into stress-recovery cycles with the 

length Tcyc ( ie. t = mTcyc). 

The long time dynamic effect of NBTI on the threshold voltage shift is estimated as 

   

                         eqn 1 

 

where 

 

       eqn2 

 

 

and 

                                             eqn3 

The parameters of eqn1, eqn2 and eqn 3 are obtained from the TSMC 65nm general purpose library and [20, 

21] and are tabulated in Table1. 

 

The shift in Vth for a particulat technology, operating voltage, temperature, duty cycle and frequency of 

operation  is estimated using the Reaction Diffusion model. 

The important relationship  between the threshold voltage and the switching speed ( delay d) of a transistor is  

estimated based on the following approximate power model represented in eqn4 [22]. 

 

                                              eqn4 

 

where C and σ are technology dependent constants with σ being around 1.3 in recent technology 

nodes [23]. 

 

Table 1. Summary of the NBTI model employed in this work. 

(K and E0 are technology dependent parameters that describe the relation between the charge density P and 

the electric field) 
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 δ = stress time to total time Duty cycle 

DH 

 

 

γ = 10
8

 ,  Ea= 0.13eV,    k =8.6174 . 10
-5 

eV/K 

Diffusion constant 

ξ1= 1.8     ξ2= 0.5 Back-diffusion constants 

tox= 2.2nm for PMOS,  2.0nm for NMOS Oxide thickness 

q = 1.602 x10-19C Elementary charge 

Cox  =   t-1
ox   x  3.45 x 10-22 F/nm Gate Oxide capacitance 

 Electric field  

E0= 0.335 V/nm Constant 

Vth,0= 0.317 V for PMOS , 0.271V for NMOS Default threshold voltage  

Tcyc stress-recovery cycle time 

(often clock frequency) 

T 

 

 Temperature 

K  Electric field influence 

n = 0.25 The value of n = 1/4 which is valid for diffusion 

processes that are dominated by free hydrogen atoms. 

If H2 is more important the final model and its 

derivation is still valid, however in this case n = 1/6   

[24].  

 

The influence of the electric field K is a kind of proportionality constant in the BTI model. Since its exact 

influence can only be determined experimentally, the value of K is set in such a way, that under worst-case 

conditions, i.e. permanent stress and high temperature ( 100 Deg C), the delay degradation is at most 10 % after 

3 years. 

 

4. AGEING AWARE SCHEDULING 

In view of the ageing effects described in section3 there is a need to monitor real time the ageing effects and 

schedule the tasks in multi core systems to increase the life time of operation. The proposed algorithm 

incorporates the ageing model to estimate the threshold voltage shift due to the NBTI effect and schedule the 

tasks taking into account of the delay degradation caused by the shift in the threshold voltage. The core 

characteristics are represented based on the Health Index(HI) of a core and is updated realtime along with the 

task execution. Such kind of real time monitoring and control of the tasks are important when multi processor 

systems are deployed in embedded systems, which are expected to run continuously for years without errors. 

The Health Index of a core is represented as a function of the delay degradation, which in turn can be represented 

as a function of the threshold voltage shift  due to NBTI effect. 

Health Index of a core Ci at a time instant  t is represented as 

 

               eqn 5 
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where 

Iisc – scaling factor ( depending on the intrinsic parameter’s effect on the performance of the core) of the intrinsic 

parameter i 

Iimax  - is the maximum allowable value for the intrinsic parameter i 

Iimin – is the minimum allowable value for the intrinsic parameter i 

Iicurrent – is the current value for the intrinsic parameter i 

HI = 100%  represents good health and 0% represents poor health. 

An x86 based  quad core system with configurable Level1 instruction cache, Level1 data cache, connected with 

unified Level2 cache using L2 bus with a memory controller is modelled using the Gem5 simulator [25], and is 

considered as the base configuration for evaluating the performance improvement of the proposed algorithm. 

The system configuration of a unicore processor with two level cache hierarchy is represented in Figure 2a and 

a dual core architecture is represented in Figure 2b. The architecture  is extended to model the  quad core base 

architecture. 

 In the base architecture the four cores are set to operate at 100MHz clock, with the tasks assigned as per Table 

2  entries. The default cache size is set as 16KB for L1 ICache, 64KB for L1 DCache and 256KB for L2 Cache. 

 

 
 

   Figure 2a:   Configuration of a single core  system                 Figure 2b: Dual core system              

with two level  cache hierarchy.                                                with two level cache   

 

Table2.     Task assignment to cores in the quad core system 

Task CoreID 

Simple print_ hello 0 

parmibench_solvecubic 1 

parmibench_integersqrt 2 

parmibench_longsqrt 3 

 

The execution characteristics of the work load mentioned in Table2 for the base architecture is analysed using 

gem5 simulator. The task scheduling for the base configuration is a simple strategy of direct assignment of 

workloads to the free cores, and the tasks are expected to execute continuously with out any task switching. 

This approach is adopted taking into consideration that the cores may have to operate continuously the tasks 

when they are deployed in embedded applications.    
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The quad core base configuration architecture mentioned above is extended by adding additional identical cores 

to facilitate the run time monitoring of NBTI effect and for enabling task switching to extend the life time of 

such systems. With the advancements in the Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit ( VLSI ) technology, it is 

feasible to realise multiple processor cores in a single silicon chip. According to [26] in the next two decades, 

diminishing transistor-speed scaling and practical energy limits create new challenges for continued 

performance scaling. As a result, the frequency of operations will increase slowly, with energy the key limiter 

of performance, forcing designs to use large-scale parallelism, heterogeneous cores, and accelerators to achieve 

performance and energy efficiency. The proposed algorithm improves the life time of operation of multi core 

systems by releiving the jobs of aged cores to the ones that are having good health index. 

 

 

 Figure3.  The simulation frame work 

When the aged cores are relieved, they will get the chance to recover the ageing to a certain extend, and resume 

the operation. The cost overheads involved in the use of addional cores for house keeping activities and for 

offloading the jobs of aged cores may be marginal because of the advancements in the integrated circuit design 

technology, and the improvement in the life time will be significant.   

 The advantage of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated with the use of an octa core processor with 

the same configuration of the base architecture. ie. with the same  Level1 instruction cache, Level1 data cache, 

connected with unified Level2 cache using L2 bus with a memory controller, except in the number of cores. 

The performance of the sytem is evaluated by executing the same tasks as in the base configuration. An 

additional core is executing the tasks related with the real time monitoring of the NBTI effect, and two additional 

cores are used to releive the jobs of aged cores. The scheduling algorithm initiates the task switching when the 

HI of a core falls below the defined threshold level. The recovery effect of the NBTI during the off state of the  

core  is not included in the analysis and this gives an upper bound on the ageing effect. Offloading of the work 

load is not frequent, and it happens when there is a definte degradation of the threshold voltage ( x % of the 

total degradation). The overheads in offloading of the workload from a core has to be estimated as the L1 cache 

entries of the new core has to be updated appropriately. The initial assignment of the tasks to the new architecture 

is summarised in Table 3 

Table 3: Initial assignment of the tasks to the new architecture 

Task Task ID 

Simple print_ hello 0 

parmibench_solvecubic 1 

parmibench_integersqrt 2 

parmibench_longsqrt 3 

nbticompute 4 

The Intrinsic aware scheduler algorithm can be represented in a general sense as follows. 

Algorithm 1 - Intrinsic aware task scheduling 

Input: Task Ti to be allocated, Task static characteristics 

History of Task Execution, List of available cores 

Output: Core id for running the task Ti 

1. Analyze the Dependency Table . 

2. Analyze static task characteristics. 

3. Analyze dynamic task characteristics from the history of execution. 

4. Determine the type of core class required to run the task. 

5. Select the core from the available pool of cores if any; else select the immediate lower class 
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6. Schedule the task on the selected core 

7. Update the execution characteristics of the task 

Algorithm 2 – Calculation of the Health Index of the cores 

Input: List of cores participated in the previous phase of execution of the 

Workload, Core’s intrinsic characteristics 

Output: Health Index of the corresponding cores 
1. For i = 1 to n do ( no of cores whose HI to be calculated) 
2. For j = 1 to m do ( m intrinsic parameters) 
3. Read the current value of the intrinsic parameter Hj of the core i 
4. Using the scaling factor Ii for the intrinsic parameter evaluate 
 Ii( Ijmax – Ij current) 
5. End for 
6. Compute HIi as per eqn 5 
7. End for 

 

5. TOOLS AND BENCHMARK SUITES 

The NBTI model is first implemented in Python with the help of NumPy Python extension module. It provides 

fast and efficient operations on arrays of homogeneous data. NumPy extends python into a high-level language 

for manipulating numerical data, similiar to MATLAB. The characteristics are verified by plotting the 

dependencies with the help of matplotlib. It is a plotting library for the Python programming language and its 

numerical mathematics extension NumPy. 

The NBTI model is incorporated into the multicore simulation environment configured using the gem5 

simulator. The gem5 simulator is a modular platform for computer-system architecture research, encompassing 

system-level architecture as well as processor microarchitecture.  The CPU models and caches can be combined 

in arbitrary topologies, creating homogeneous, and heterogeneous multi-core systems. 

Parmibench is an open-source benchmark for multiprocessor based embedded system. It comprises a set of 

parallel implementations for seven classical algorithms that cover different computing features of general-

purpose processor. The performance data including tables and figures is provided for guiding the potential users 

to evaluate the design of multiprocessor based embedded system. 

 

6. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Figure 4 represents the shift in the threshold voltage of a PMOS device ( ΔVth)  due to NBTI; the  parameters 

are selected  based on the TSMC 65nm general purpose library. The shift in the threshold voltage ( long term ) 

of a PMOS device is estimated and is plotted for a period of 300 days to 1095 days. The estimation is based on 

the principle that there will be 10% delay degradation for a continous operation of 3 years ( the estimated life 

time under continuous operation). 

 
 Figure 4:   The  ΔVth due to NBTI 
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Figure 5 shows the Percentage Busy Cycles and Health Index of the cores of the quad core basic architecture 

when loaded with the tasks mentioned in table 2 and is operated continously for 3 years.  The basic architecture 

consists of  four x86 cores  running at 100MHz clock, with the tasks assigned as per Table 2  entries. The default 

cache size is set as 16KB for L1ICache, 64KB for L1DCache and 256KB for L2 Cache. 
Figure 5:   Percentage Busy Cycles and Health Index of the cores of the basic architecture for the 

continuous operation of 3 years. 
The cumulative operational days of the individual cores under the work load of Table 2 entries for three years 

continous operation of the system is shown in Figure6. 
Figure6: The cumulative operational days of the individual cores in 3 years as per Table2 
Figure 7 represents the HI variation of the cores in an octa core system when the NBTI based scheduling is 

implemented. The algorithm is configured to initiate the Task Switching (TS) when the HI of a core exceeds a 

particular threshold and is taken as 50 in this case; no recovery is considered and all cores running with 100MHz 

clock. 
Figure 7:   HI variation of the cores in an octa core system when the NBTI based scheduling is 

implemented 
Table4 shown below summarizes the execution characteristics of the cores, when an additional core is used to 

estimate the Health Index of the cores in operation at real time. 
Table4: Summary of the execution characteristics of the cores, when core4 is used to estimate the Health 

Index of the cores in operation at real time. 

Experiment: The additional core ( core 4) computes the Health Index of the core at the defined intervals 
system.clk_domain.clock = '500MHz' 
system.clk_domain.clock     2000                      # Clock period in ticks 
system.mem_ctrl.pwrStateResidencyTicks:  8875450000    
# Cumulative time (in ticks) in various power states 
 

Sl No Parameters CPU0 CPU1 CPU2 CPU3 CPU4 
1 workload Simple print_ hello parmibench_so

lvecubic 
parmibench_i

ntegersqrt 
parmibench_l

ongsqrt 
nbticompute 

2 cpux clock domain 100MHz 100MHz 100MHz 100MHz 100MHz 
3 cpux.clk_domain.clock ( Clock 

period in ticks) 
10000 10000 10000 10000 10000 

4 Cumulative time (in ticks) in 

various power states 
8875450000 8875450000 8875450000 8875450000 8875450000 

5 number of cpu cycles simulated 34485 144379 887545 860343 35335 
6 Number of instructions committed 7154 35317 233827 226913 7278 
7 Number of ops (including micro 

ops) committed 
14108 69585 437895 426448 14353 

8 Number of integer alu accesses 13863 67577 430976 419529 14058 
9 Number of float alu accesses 478 2939 7647 7647 568 
10 Number of idle cycles 33145.107 120892.5 0.00010 26368.29 33928.2 
11 Number of busy cycles 1339.8928 23486.46 887544 833974.7 1406.75 
12 Percentage of non-idle cycles 0.038854 0.162672 1.00000 0.969351 0.03981 
13 Percentage of idle cycles 0.961146 0.837328 0.00000 0.030649 0.96018 
14 % time the core is in operation 3.8 16.2 100 96.93 3.9 
15 Operational days in a period of 3 

years (   total of 1095 days)  
41.61 177.39 1095 1061.385 42.7 

16 Health Index of the core 

considering the NBTI aging effect 

alone after 3 yeas ( Estimated from 

the NBTI Model ) 

 

100 
 

100 
 

0 
 

4.183 
 

100 
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7. RESULTS 

The analysis of the results presented in section6 demonstrate the capability of the proposed algorithm to extend 

the life time of operation of  multi core systems used in embedded applications. Rescheduling the tasks based 

only on the NBTI effect shows an improvement of 60.46 % of the life duration by the use of  a homogeneous 

octa core system running at 100MHz. The life time has been extended to 151.804 x 10E6  from 94.608 x 10E6; 

which is an increase of  60.46 % of the life time. 

The life time improvement can be acheived by compramizing the power consumption, as the task switching 

algorithm running on a core consumes additional clock cycles. Also the communication overhaeads such as the 

additional memory reads and memory writes needs to be accounted. There will be task switching over heads as 

additional cache read and cache write cycles for populating the L1 caches of the new cores assigned consumes 

additional power. With out the loss of generality,  the number of additional tags in use during task switching  

can be considered as a metric to evaluate the overhead involved in switcing a task to core having similar 

characteristics. Additional number of tags in use for core j when there is a task switching happens from corei to 

core j is used to estimate the overhead involved in task switching. In the above mentioned case, when the first 

task switching happens to core 5 from core 2, the additional tags in use is  204 in the case of dcache, 239 in the 

case of i cache  and for the task switching from core3 to core6, the additional tags in use is 202 for dcache and 

240 in case of i cache. 

 

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The algorithm proposed in the work is extensible and configurable. The simulation results demonstrate the 

capability of the proposed algorithm to extend the life time of operation of multi core processor systems. The 

proposed frame work is configurable, as it is possible to use the data from on-chip NBTI sensors instead of the 

NBTI model to trace the variation of the threshold voltage shift and thus the accuracy of the control algorithm 

can be improved further. 

The frame work can be extended to include the effects of ageing other than NBTI, such as PBTI and HCI. 
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